
Style & 
Selection
T his year’s Spring trends are a calming 

combination of grey and pastel tones 
highlighted by copper accessories or 

occasional gloss highlights. The gentle blend of 
muted colours is not only easy on the eye but the 
unfussy, utilitarian style helps create a relaxing 
atmosphere just as our bodies and minds are 
awakening to Spring. 

Muted tones are easily dressed to suit any interior 
trend so go for a simple yet practical sofa which 
suits your needs in a subtle natural colour. This 
way, whatever the season, you can add accessories 
and keep your home looking fresh without 

spending a fortune. These scatter cushions by 
Jessica Zoob are a beautiful way of dressing your 
sofa this Spring and available for a limited time 
only, this sofa complete with five of them, is on 
display at our Farnham showroom.

This Spring is about keeping things simple. Choose 
just one or two colours to bring your room to life. 
Using soft pastel shades help relax our bodies 
and minds after a busy days work, pair them 
with bold statement pieces to save your living 
room from becoming dull and boring. Metallic 
colours, specifically coppers show no sign of going 
anywhere so why not invest in a feature piece such 

as this large copper clock. We’re also beginning to 
see the use of mixed metals so don’t be afraid to 
use copper, gold and silver together. When using 
bold, decorative pieces, be sure to allow space to 
flow around them to help bring the object to life. 

Try introducing bold graphic patterns to your 
tranquil environment. Striking designs will add 
a new dynamic to your living space whilst still 
keeping a fresh, contemporary feel.

We’re always hearing that you can make a small 
room appear bigger with the use of mirrors and 
whilst this is true, you shouldn’t feel put off from 
using them in large spaces too. Mirrors help create 
openness and transparency in rooms of all shapes 
and sizes – perfect for embracing the freshness of 
Spring! Using seasonal cut flowers is a beautiful 
way of softening any space and always leaves a 
gorgeous aroma to welcome guests into. 

At Vale Furnishers we pride ourselves on being 
able to offer one of the largest furniture collections 
in the South East, so between our two stores, 
you’re guaranteed to find something you love. We 
also stock a wide range of accessories for all those 
finishing touches – making your house a home. 

Visit us in store online at 
www.valeinteriors-surrey.co.uk

Made Green Vases | From £16.99

Calligaris Objects | from £38

Kent Accent Chair | From £549

Large Copper Clock | £249

Jessica Zoob


